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Sixth Family Gathering on Amoris Laetitia and We Are Family 

Chapter 5 of the Apostolic Exhortation 

 

I. WELCOME and OPENING PRAYER – at Holy Mass or in the place where the gathering is to be held 

 We gather as faithful sons and daughters of the Church 

 And as faithful sons and daughters of Don Bosco 

 To live the call being made to us by the Holy Father and by the Rector Major 

PARENTS' PRAYER FOR THEIR CHILDREN 

Heavenly Father, 

Thank you for the blessing of our children. 

Help us to love them as You love them. 

Help us to help them grow in holiness so they can be closer to You. 

Help us to live as you desire us to live so that we can model for our children what it is to be a true man or 

woman of God 

We ask You for: 

The wisdom to counsel them; 

The patience to teach them; 

The humility to entrust them to your care. 

Grant us the grace to desire for our children what you desire for them, trusting that Your Will is the source 

of their happiness and fulfillment.  Whatever vocation you are calling them to: married, religious, or single 

life, help them to give their hearts joyfully to you. 

Please help us to grow as a family in the theological virtues of faith, hope, and love: 

A strong faith so that we may lead others to grow closer to you by our example; 

Fervent hope in Your victory over sin and death when we are tempted to despair; 

Perfect love to give of ourselves for the good of one another. 

Finally, guide us in teaching our children to know and love You and Your Church as the surest path to their 

enteral home with You. 

Mother of Divine Love, pray for us. 

Massachusetts Catholic Conference 

https://www.macatholic.org 

 

*Opening prayer if gathering held outside of Holy Mass 
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II. STRENNA PRESENTATION BY DON ANGEL  

Love is always open to welcoming new life; love always gives life. The family is the place where life is 

generated, where life is welcomed and develops. Every new life comes as a gift from God as a sign of his 

selfless love.  

The Pope states, “Each woman shares in ‘the mystery of creation, which is renewed with each 

birth.’”[10] So motherhood is a collaboration with God in the miracle of every new human life.  

As we read in sacred Scripture:  

You knit me together in my mother’s womb (Psalm 139:13).  

Before I formed you in the womb I knew you, and before you were born I consecrated you (Jer 1:5).  

With the heart of a real father and shepherd, the Pope writes: “With great affection I urge all future 

mothers: keep happy and let nothing rob you of the interior joy of motherhood. Your child deserves your 

happiness. Don’t let fears, worries, other people’s comments or problems lessen your joy at being God’s 

means of bringing a new life to the world.”[11]  

Every child has the right to receive the love of a mother and father, each of them necessary for the 

child’s harmonious and complete growth to maturity. Respecting the dignity of a child means affirming 

his or her need and natural right to have a mother and a father, collaborators with God’s love. Father 

and mother together teach the value of reciprocity, the coming together of different people where each 

brings his or her own identity, paternity and maternity, masculinity and femininity, for the harmonious 

development of the child.  

We are aware, the Pope says, that nowadays many children and young people suffer from the absence of 

their parents; there is a lack of a maternal presence and a crisis of fatherhood. And particularly in the 

face of difficult situations such as the crisis of paternity, he says: “Mothers are the strongest antidote to 

the spread of self-centered individualism.... It is they who testify to the beauty of life.”[12] Certainly, a 

society without mothers would be dehumanized, for even in the worst of times mothers always know 

how to witness to tenderness, dedication, and moral strength.  

Finally, there is the idea of the broader family. Motherhood is not solely a biological reality, but is ex-

pressed in diverse ways, for example in adoption. Adopting is an act of love; through adoption the fruit-

fulness of love is extended and enlarged.  

 

III. REFLECTION BY DON ROGGIA 

The family is the place of life 

The God of life, through whom 'all things were made', as we profess every Sunday in the Creed, chose to 

become incarnate and to become one of us within the life of a family. The life that is born in the family 

has a border and a horizon that goes far beyond the home. In the fifth chapter of Amoris Laetitia, Pope 

Francis says in the words of the Council: 

All should be persuaded that human life and the task of transmitting it are not realities bound up with 

this world alone. Hence they cannot be measured or perceived only in terms of it, but always have a 

bearing on the eternal destiny of men. (GS 51, AL 166). 
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The family is the meeting point of two dimensions on which the whole mystery of human life depends. 

The first is horizontal, between man and woman, made for each other precisely because of the difference 

that characterizes us - the call to communion is inscribed in our bodies. We all have our origin in this 

sharing. But in generating life another dimension opens up - one that makes us all children and binds us, 

through our parents, to the generations before us, preparing us to be the same for those who will be 

born of us.  This is the vertical dimension. These are the two cornerstones of the architecture of every 

human society, in every age and in every place. The mystery of life at the heart of the cross where these 

dimensions meet, and that emerges graphically from their meeting is the mystery of God. Fruitfulness 

and love are his life within ours. 

The gift of the mother and the gift of the father 

The mutual and unconditional gift of life between a man and a woman makes them mother and father, 

from the moment of their ‘yes’. It needs complete self-giving to each other in order to 'give life'. 

“Mothers are the strongest antidote to the spread of self-centred individualism… It is they who testify to 

the beauty of life”. (AL 174). 

During the nine months of pregnancy maternal love 'gives body' to life in all that the expression means. 

“Children, once born, begin to receive, along with nourishment and care, the spiritual gift of knowing 

with certainty that they are loved. This love is shown to them through the gift of their personal name, the 

sharing of language, looks of love and the brightness of a smile. […] Such is love, and it contains a spark 

of God’s love!” (AL 172) 

Pope Francis points out insistently that the self-giving of the father 'is as necessary as the mother's 

care' (AL 175). 

God sets the father in the family so that by the gifts of his masculinity he can be “close to his wife and 

share everything, joy and sorrow, hope and hardship. And to be close to his children as they grow – 

when they play and when they work, when they are carefree and when they are distressed, when they 

are talkative and when they are silent, when they are daring and when they are afraid, when they stray 

and when they get back on the right path. To be a father who is always present.  (AL 177). 

When Pope Benedict gave Africa the gift of the letter which followed the Synod on the Church in that 

continent (2009) he used a Latin word which is very rich in meaning: 'Africae Munus'. Munus means both 

a gift and a commitment: it is received, like a talent, to be used and to bear fruit. Matri-mony comes from 

that word munus. The gift of motherhood is so fundamental that it gives its name to the whole marriage. 

But no less important is patri-mony, the 'heritage' that is received from parents: life, education, becom-

ing a person, learning to live and love. They are so essential to each other that they cannot be separated. 

The love that gives life in fact is not only the love shown to the children. It is above all the love between 

husband and wife, from the beginning to the end.  

We are speaking not simply of the love of father and mother as individuals, but also of their mutual love, 

perceived as the source of one’s life and the solid foundation of the family. […] They show their children 

the maternal and paternal face of the Lord. (AL 172). 
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In his painting of the return of the Prod-

igal Son (1668) Rembrandt interpreted 

splendidly this motherhood and father-

hood of God, of which the parents are 

called to be the revelation and incarna-

tion. The Father welcomes his son with 

a robust male right hand on his son's 

shoulder, to give him strength, and the 

left hand is the gentle female hand of a 

mother, that rests on the heart of the 

child, to comfort and heal with her ten-

derness.  

All are made to be father and mother 

We are made in his image and called to 

become like the Father (sicut Pater), as 

we were taught during the Jubilee of 

mercy. This is the only way to learn to 

live fully. We seek to give life in all the 

ways we are called to give life. It is in-

teresting that the name 'father' and 

'mother' befits both those who have 

given life to us and helped us to grow, 

and also those who have given their 

lives for so many other children - chil-

dren of God – like Teresa of Calcutta or 

Don Bosco, Mother Teresa and Father of the Young. This fruitfulness of love seems to be particularly at 

risk at the present time. Pope Francis encourages families to show honour and respect for parents, and 

also to have the courage to go further and start a new home. 

A society with children who do not honour parents is a society without honour… It is a society destined 

to be filled with surly and greedy young people”. There is, however, another side to the coin. As the word 

of God tells us, “a man leaves his father and his mother” (Gen 2:24). [...] Parents must not be abandoned 

or ignored, but marriage itself demands that they be “left”, so that the new home will be a true hearth, a 

place of security, hope and future plans, and the couple can truly become “one flesh” (ibid.) [...] Marriage 

challenges husbands and wives to find new ways of being sons and daughters. (AL 189/190).   

Youtube Video in which Fr. Henri Nouwen describes the painting’s effect on him (start at 23:00) 

Mk. 10: 1-16 It would be good to read and meditate together on all sixteen verses, where Jesus speaks 

about the gift of love between man and woman, and the gift of life, of which the children whom Jesus 

welcomes and blesses are the embodiment. 

Jn. 19: 25-42 Try to combine contemplation of the Gospel text with contemplation of the Pieta  that       

Michelangelo has placed before our eyes. 

https://youtu.be/HapqzlVUkJM
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Expanded Fruitfulness 

The whole of human life derives from this fruitfulness. From being brothers in the home we learn the 

brotherhood that unites all peoples. The elderly are the guardians of the memory from which we learn 

the right way to go forward.  “A family that remembers has a future." (AL 193). The family is the most 

immediate and obvious incarnation on earth of what it means to 'give life'. 

Adoption and foster care are two expressions of the fruitfulness that maternity and paternity lead to. 

(see AL 179/180). 

Families should not see themselves as a refuge from society, but instead go forth from their homes in a 

spirit of solidarity with others. In this way, they become a hub for integrating persons into society and a 

point of contact between the public and private spheres. Married couples should have a clear awareness 

of their social obligations.  (AL 181) 

We have already seen how 

Rembrandt’s art helps us to 

understand how the heart of 

God loves us. There is anoth-

er great work of art created 

by a young man of twenty-

three who carved out of mar-

ble the figure of Mary that 

even now, five centuries lat-

er, continues to enchant the 

entire world for its beauty. 

Michelangelo's Pieta’ depicts 

the 'expanded’ fruitfulness of 

one who was able to give her 

whole self in giving life. Mary 

is holding Jesus in her arms 

after he was taken down 

from the cross. She is depict-

ed as the mother of a thirty-

year-old but with the same 

facial features and body that 

she had in Bethlehem after 

giving birth. (Right click on 

image to link out to video)  

There beneath the cross she gives life to the body of Christ of which we all are his limbs, his true sons 

and daughters. As Mother, she has gone through the pains of a difficult birth, after all those years of ges-

tation from Bethlehem, Egypt, Nazareth, Jerusalem, that reach their fulfilment in the terrible hour of the 

cross. Mary’s fruitfulness is unlimited. It transforms night into day, pain into hope, death into life. En-

trusting ourselves to her and confiding in her, makes fruitful and transforms the most difficult moments 

of the lives of our families. 

https://youtu.be/MYW_haD_XPQ
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Seeds to be opened:  

The intersection of life and love 

The meeting point between the horizontal axis of husband and wife, and the vertical axis of parents and 

children ... at the centre of this cross is the mystery of life. I will contemplate with gratitude (whatever 

the circumstances were) the mystery of my origin as son or daughter. 

I accept with confidence in prayer the gift and responsibility of communion and fruitfulness to which I 

am called, according to my age and my vocation. 

Expanded Fruitfulness 

Following the invitation of Pope Francis I look to the opportunities and appeals calling me to 'give life', 

to grow in love, in the environment in which I live: as a person, as a family, as a community. I give thanks 

for everything that helps me to respond generously.  I ask for courage to take those additional steps that 

are still open and 'waiting' in front of me. 

 

IV. PERSONAL REFLECTION TIME 

 

V. SHARING 

Bringing to the group your reflections on this chapter and resources 

  

VI.  APPLICATION TO THE SALESIAN FAMILY 

-- A situation always more complex  

It is a fact that the family, no matter how contradictory and controversial nowadays it is seen to be, con-

tinues to be the original structure of human culture.[19] It goes back to the beginnings of the human 

race and is found in all known cultures, even if in a great variety of forms and models. In general, also 

today the majority of babies and children grow up in a family, and it is there that they are marked in a 

way that will affect their whole lives. But one cannot ignore and still less deny the fact that the family, as 

the structure of origin, to which reference has already been made, is going through a profound transfor-

mation and crisis. The causes of these changes and this crisis are complex and very diverse.  

We have seen the long list of situations and challenges that Pope Francis mentions between numbers 31 

and 57 in Amoris Laetitia. Other authors refer to others, even though all have much in common situa-

tions of poverty unworthy of human beings that make a normal family life impossible; migrations that  

break up and divide so many families; the long absences of parents because of work commitments. Often 

it is economic conditions that make it difficult for them to live together as a family. Very often, economic 

factors determine family values, the family’s plans, since financial well-being is a precondition to father-

hood and motherhood; social structures which have a great impact and the influence of which affect eve-

ryone in one way of another.  
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To all of these can be added the anthropological crisis of models of liberation, which cannot be ignored – 

facts such as the promotion of a culture at odds with the family, leading to a diminution in its social val-

ue/estimation and to the “normalization” and at times the championing of marital infidelity; the rejec-

tion of motherhood and fatherhood in the name of personal freedom; the acceptance of the idea that a 

child is in competition with or even is an obstacle to greater economic well-being. It is a climate ever 

more widespread and propagated, suggesting the social irrelevance of the family.  

Finally, one could mention the complex geography of so-called types of family: new family units, restruc-

tured families as an emerging phenomenon due to the increase of “natural” children, an increase in the   

number of divorces, changing partners for cohabitation – all are phenomena that give rise not only to 

many different kinds of families (one-parent, reorganized, homo-parents), but also to various kinds of 

cohabitation according to different criteria: marriage, free unions, civil contract unions, etc. To have a 

more precise idea of the complexity of this situation as it exists in some parts of the world, it should be 

said that a reorganized family is one that is made up of one of two parents, the child or children of the 

first union, and the partner of this parent. This is only one possible example because there can be a vari-

ety of similar models. Sociologist Irene Thery was able to identify (already in 1993) 25 different kinds of 

reorganized families. 

All of this leads us to think that the institution of the family is something that is becoming ever more 

complex, without forgetting that cultural differences on the six continents add many other elements to 

the complexity we are talking about.  

Faced with this situation, we ask ourselves whether, starting from our position as educators, pastors, 

and evangelizers, there is anything we can do for families.  

-- Attitude proper to our family spirit.  

In the different situations in which it plays a part, the Salesian Family around the world finds itself in a 

great variety of complex circumstances. Our boys and girls, together with their families, have the right to 

experience our ability to understand, empathize, and appreciate their feelings, since having a deep and 

attractive family spirit is – and needs to continue to be – a special characteristic of ours.  

This family spirit was a fundamental guiding principle for Don Bosco, and it inspired him while he was 

beginning his work, dreaming about it, planning it, and sustaining it, so that love might always reign in 

his work in an atmosphere of openness and familiarity. A feature of this family spirit should also be “the 

qualities of genuine brotherhood, affection, and open-hearted friendliness, accompanied by a simple, 

cordial, and welcoming human approach.” 

Our young people and their families need to be able to experience that the Salesian houses in our Family 

throughout the world are places where life is cared for, their lives; places where one can expect that the 

doors are always open and that awaiting them there is a civilized atmosphere of welcome (full of human 

feeling) on the most important and, often, most difficult occasions in life. They ought to feel, as Don 

Bosco would have ensured, that they are always well received and never judged or condemned – seeing 

this even when they must be told something is impossible or cannot be allowed, from the point’s being 

made with the greatest respect for the dignity of the individuals, and with a sense of fairness and justice. 

In this way we shall not fall short in what should be our distinguishing features as the Salesian Family in 

the world.  
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VII.  MOVING FORWARD 

We are family! Every home, a school of Life and Love 

The Strenna that the successor of Don Bosco Fr A ngel Ferna ndez Artime gave the Salesian Family for 

2017 is not something new to be added to the many tasks we already have. It is an invitation to become 

courageously what we are by vocation and by the grace of God, which is part of the most intimate nature 

of being family, both in the home and in community. 

 Families are accompanied in the concrete circumstances of their lives when parents are given the 

help they need – in some situations, fathers or mothers are struggling on alone – to understand the 

fundamental value of the affective support they are providing for their children. This means doing 

everything humanly possible to ensure that their children feel deeply loved, which helps them grow 

up in a well-balanced and harmonious way, because love is like the fire kept burning in the hearth. 

“We love our children because they are children; not because they are beautiful, or for this or that 

reason; not because they look or think as we do. We love them because they are children! A child is a 

child,”  Pope Francis declares. It means accepting children as they are and devoting oneself to them, 

giving them time and attention. It is not enough for fathers or mothers to think that though they 

spend little time with their children it is quality time. The amount of time must be proportionate to 

the children’s needs. Those who are unable to share their children’s tiny interests and the smallest 

things in their lives, without noticing it run the risk of slowly distancing themselves from being part 

of their children’s experience.  

 In the more stable families, the life of the parents is characterized by their dedication, by that giving 

of themselves to each other in love and that giving of themselves together to their children. The ap-

ostolic exhortation of Pope Francis strongly affirms that “every child has the right to receive love 

from a mother and a father: both are necessary for a child’s integral and harmonious develop-

ment.”[32] He continues, “We are speaking not simply of the love of father and mother as individuals, 

but also of their mutual love, perceived as the source of one’s life and the solid foundation of the fam-

ily.” 

We know that it is not always possible to enjoy the presence of both parents. In the world there are mil-

lions of families in which the children are living with just the father or the mother. But that does not 

mean that we have to refrain from saying what a great benefit the witness of both parents is for sons 

and daughters. At the same time,  whatever the make-up of the family may be, it should never be forgot-

ten that the dedication and selfless devotion of the parents shape the values that the children assimilate 

and prepare them in the best way possible to face up to the difficulties they will meet in life.  

 There is a popular saying in the English-speaking world: ‘The family that prays together stays 

together’. This is the anchor of the family unit that goes straight to the centre in the mystery of the Trin-

ity, as Pope Francis says in the early paragraphs of Amoris Laetitia. This is the first and ultimate source 

of communion, of which the union of man and woman in conjugal love is the closest image.  

 Mary is our teacher – the one who teach us to pray, to know and live the mystery of the 'Word 

made flesh' in a form accessible to all. Don Bosco is a very credible witness, along with all the other 

saints, each in their own unique way, that if we go to Jesus through Mary we can never go wrong, and it 

bears fruit beyond all expectation. 
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VIII. CONCLUDING PRAYER:  

PRAYER TO THE HOLY FAMILY FROM AMORIS LAETITIA 
“Let us make this journey as families, let us keep walking together. What we have been promised is greater than we can imag-

ine. May we never lose heart because of our limitations, or ever stop seeking that fullness of love and communion which God 

holds out before us.” – Pope Francis, Amoris Laetitia, 325.  

 
 

Jesus, Mary and Joseph,  

in you we contemplate  

the splendor of true love;  

to you we turn with trust.  

 

Holy Family of Nazareth,  

grant that our families too  

may be places of communion and prayer,  

authentic schools of the Gospel  

and small domestic churches.  

 

Holy Family of Nazareth,  

may families never again experience  

violence, rejection and division;  

may all who have been hurt or scandalized  

find ready comfort and healing.  

 

Holy Family of Nazareth,  

make us once more mindful  

of the sacredness and inviolability of the family,  

and its beauty in God’s plan.  

 

Jesus, Mary and Joseph,  

graciously hear our prayer.  

Amen.  
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Materials necessary: 

Laptop, LCD Projector, and Internet 

Handouts: Reflection Booklets or Photocopies of Readings/Reflection Questions 

Folders, pens, and a holy card with the Prayer to the Holy Family 

Copies of We Are Family and Amoris Laetitia (also available on Don Bosco Salesian Portal in multiple 

languages)  


